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PRESS RELEASE

Winston & Strawn Continues Growth in Paris with Addition
of Alexis Terray

JUNE 7, 2024

Paris – June 7, 2024 – Winston & Strawn Paris today announced the addition of Alexis Terray as partner.

Alexis specializes in mergers and acquisitions, corporate law, and securities law. He has extensive experience in

LBO transactions for investment funds and regularly advises French and foreign clients on strategic operations,

such as restructuring operations, asset and share acquisitions and disposals, and joint ventures.

“I am enthusiastic about joining such an energetic team at Winston. I share the same goal as my colleagues: to

enrich the existing culture of excellence by bringing my experience and contributing to its institutional foundation,”

said Alexis.

Alexis’ experience will enhance the private equity and M&A team in the Paris office, which already boasts eight

partners.

“We know each other well. This shared culture seems to be a crucial differentiating factor. Alexis brings highly useful

know-how, particularly for the younger generation of the team,” added Grine Lahreche.

“With Alexis’s arrival, we continue to develop our firm and our position as a major player in M&A and private equity,”

said Jérôme Herbet, managing partner of Winston & Strawn Paris. “We are gradually becoming one of the market’s

key teams.”

With this addition, Winston & Strawn Paris continues its success story, which began with the arrival of the

multidisciplinary PE and M&A transactional team led by Grine Lahreche.
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